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Abstract — The resonant cavity technique is considered
as one of the most accurate methods for determining
dielectric constants of liquids. Using this technique, the
sample is introduced into the cavity through a hole in a
glass tube centered on the cavity’s axis. The glass tube
enters and leaves the cavity through a small hole in each
end plate. These exit-holes have an effect on the
electromagnetic fields inside the cavity and change its
resonant frequency. The effect of these exit-holes has
concerned investigators for years. In this paper, the exithole effect has been analyzed using waveguide theory.
Higher order modes have been taken into account to
increase the accuracy of the method. In addition, a
special experimental setup has been designed to validate
this theory.
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I.INTRODUCTION
The cavity technique is often used for determining the
dielectric constant of liquids. A glass tube is inserted into
the cylindrical cavity along its axis through a small hole in
the top and bottom plates. The glass tube contains a small
hole along its axis through which the liquid is introduced
into the cavity. The subject of this paper is the effect of the
holes in the cavity end plates on the measurement of the
liquid’s dielectric constant. The investigation of the so
called exit-hole effect is based on the experimental setup of
the seawater dielectric measurements at The George
Washington University.
In this experiment, a transmission type cavity technique has
been used for determining the seawater dielectric constant at
L-band (1.413 GHz). In the measurement system, the
seawater is introduced into a brass microwave cavity
through a capillary glass tube having an inner diameter of
0.1 mm. After introducing the seawater sample into the
cavity, the seawater perturbs the field inside the cavity
causing a change in both the resonant frequency and the
cavity Q. Under the assumption that the amount of seawater
introduced into the cavity is small, the complex permittivity

of seawater can be retrieved by using the following
perturbation relations:
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where   and   are the real and imaginary parts of the
relative dielectric constant of the seawater sample and C is a
calibration constant. The variables f0, Q0 and f, Q are the
resonant frequency and the quality factor of the cavity
before and after the sample solution has been introduced
respectively. In the perturbation formulas, the calibration
constant C has been determined by using a reference liquid
with a known dielectric constant. In this work the
measurements made by Gregory and Clark [1] of the
dielectric constant for methanol at 20°C are employed as the
reference liquid to determine the calibration constant C.
The details of these seawater dielectric measurements are
documented in Lang et. al. [2].
II. EXIT-HOLE EFFECT ANALYSIS
The effect of these exit-holes has concerned investigators
for years. Ho and Hall [3] used an approximate method
derived by Estin and Bussey [4] showing that the error
introduced in the measurement of the dielectric constant was
less than 0.1% for a cavity at 1.43 GHz. However, in the
calculation provided by Estin and Bussey, only TM010 mode
is considered in the tube region. More recently, Risman and
Wappling-Raaholt [5] have pointed out that the exit-holes
might excite a quasi-TEM wave in the hole region. Their
computer simulation showed a much larger frequency shift
due to the exit-hole effect.
Recently, The George Washington University started
investigating the effect of the exit-hole. Due to the
complexity of the exit-hole problem of the cavity with
capillary tube and sample solution, an analysis of the empty
cavity with a small hole has been performed. In the
experimental set-up, a brass plunger has been installed right
above the exit-hole region. The plunger is sealed to a 40mm bolt and the depth of exit hole can be adjusted by
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where e Am is th
he mode function in region A with the ord
der
oof m, e Bn is thee mode function in region B with the order of
nn.  m is the refflection coefficcient due to thee exit-hole effeect.
 A1 ,  Am are thhe propagation constant of thee dominant moode
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o the mth ordeer mode in regiion
A
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d
by using waveguiide
thheory. The cav
vity is equivallent to a transm
mission line in
nz
ddirection as sh
hown in Figuree 1(b). The efffect of the ex
xithhole is represented by the first order of
o the reflectiion
ccoefficient, 1 , on the end of the transmiission line. The
T
ffrequency shift
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The differencee between th
he theoretical result and the
t
m
measurement result is only 1.87%.
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Comparring to the ressult

provideed by Estin annd Bussey [4], the differencce is about
18%. T
Therefore, takking the higheer order modees into the
analysi s substantiallly increases the accuracyy of the
theoretiical model.
III. CONCLU
USION AND F
FUTURE WOR
RK
In sum
mmary, the efffect of the caavity exit-holee has been
calculatted accuratelyy by using wavveguide theoryy. A small
differennce has beeen observed when compparing the
theoretiical and experrimental resultts. This differeence could
be due to the fact thaat the loss on thhe wall hasn’t been taken
into acccount. In the ffuture, the inflluence of the ccavity lossy
wall onn the exit-hole eeffect will be eestimated.
In addi
dition, the investigation of the compositee exit-hole
effect hhas been starteed based on thhis method. Inn this case,
the exiit-hole region has multiple layers consistting of the
capillarry tube wall and sample solution. Thiis analysis
consistss of three maain steps: 1. matching thee boundary
conditioons on the trransverse crosss-sections of the cavity
region aand the exit-hoole region to deetermine the eiigenvalues,
2. matcching the bounndary conditionns at the interfface of the
exit-holle to determ
mine the refl
flection coeffiicients, 3.
determiining the freqquency shift bbased on the waveguide
theory. Finally, the bias in the rreal part of the seawater
dielectrric constant duue the exit-holee effect will bee obtained.
In the ffuture, the calcculated result oof the compositte exit-hole
effect w
will be presenteed.
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